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CHAIRPERSON UPDATE

Dear AbilityMade Investor,

A�er a difficult 2020 for the world, AbilityMade has started 2021 with renewed vigour and innovation. With a
focus on building a sustainable business, driving significant impact to those in need, we commenced the year
modelling and testing our high performance AFOs that not only provide a unique product, but help support
the bottom line of AbilityMade.

As our economy opens up, we anticipate increased interest from across Australia, for our standard AFO’s
(which come in a variety of sizes of need) and our new high performance fibre AFOs. To meet this increased
demand, the team is continuing to improve our 3D-modelling and training up other team members to assist,
thereby decreasing the time between “measurement” and “delivery”.

We know that for many of you, supporting AbilityMade was not just a financial one, and the team has taken
time to analyse what our impact has been. This will continue to be a key metric for us, as helping these
children is important, but truly understanding how much help is provided, allows us to better optimise our
business to meet both its social and financial goals.

Finally, as you will note below, we are looking to take a loan against our 2021 R&D grant which will be paid by
the government to us in September 2021. We expect this grant to be around $300K, but we need the funds by
the end of June, and so rather than go to a 3rd party R&D loan provider (who charge exorbitant fees and
interest charges), we are looking to offer investors an opportunity to support us with this short-term, secured
against the R&D grant funding.

Warm regards,

Michael Graf - Chairperson, Non-Executive Director & Investor

FOUNDERS UPDATE

Dear AbilityMade Investor,

One of the things we enjoy most about writing an investor update is the process of stopping and reflecting for
a moment. 2020 has been a year of massive challenges for everyone, but despite that we have grown in leaps
and bounds. With every AFO made our production capacity grew and matured, with every partner interaction
our team improved and adapted, and every child we helped adds to our impact and experience.

Like most of the world we have been through a very challenging year, but I’m proud to say that our team has
shown a level of resilience and grit that continues to amaze me. A few members of our team went through
deep personal challenges, but they kept at their posts and we supported each other to get through it.

Over the next few months we are gearing up for the most significant round of growth to date, launching two
new products and a range of significant upgrades to our existing service.

In this update we wanted to share numbers and strategy, but also some more photos and stories of the
positive impact that you have helped us to have for kids and families.

Warm regards,

Johan du Plessis and Melissa Fuller - Co-Founders



What Parents Are Saying

“Today we picked up Emily's new AFO’s & so
far they are brilliant! Her stride & foot
placement were much more consistent,
when turning her feet were better
positioned & she did the best running we’ve
ever seen. Also they look fabulous!”
Kylie, mom of Emily H

(full Facebook post HERE)

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=684253102412715


Our Impact
In the 2020 calendar year our sales and output grew by approximately 438% year-on-year. This was the first
year that demand for our service exceeded our capacity to supply.

Our key theme for 2021 is growing to break even, by increasing our production capacity, and introducing
higher-margin service offerings.

We also intend to drive innovation into this sector to help our end clients - the kids that need our AFOs, whilst
continuing to work with our orthotist partners to grow the marketplace for our solution.

New Product Line - High Performance Carbon Fiber Equivalent AFOs

A�er 2 years of development we are in the final stages of
trialing the new range of high performance AFOs.

The clinical term for these are Posterior Dynamic Element
(PDE) Strut AFOs. These AFOs produce significantly better
clinical outcomes for the kids, but there are only around 10
people in Australia with the skills and equipment to make
them. They require multiple layers of carbon fiber laminates
to be precisely laid down, and take around 10-12 hours each
to make, so access to these devices is a major issue.

We received a grant from Equity Trustees in 2019 to develop
3D Printed alternatives, and have been working with Paul
Sprague, Chairperson of the peak body for Orthotists and one
of Australia’s leading carbon fiber experts, to develop 3D
Printed equivalents.

Globally there are at least 3 other companies working on 3D
Printed PDE Strut AFOs, but as far as we know we are the first
in the world to successfully manufacture Carbon Fiber
equivalent AFOs, put them through rigorous mechanical
testing and actual on-patient trials, all under the guidance of
a highly respected orthotist like Paul.



A trial cohort of patients are being fitted with these devices, and we expect to start making them
commercially available through Paul Sprague’s practice in Melbourne in May.

Just to set realistic expectations though, the ramp-up through Paul’s practice alone will be gradual as they go
through the steps of switching over more of their workflow to the new digital approach. We are working with
them to look at how we can support them to ramp up as quickly as possible, and are starting to look at
partners to expand to a�er Paul’s practice.

As part of this project we had to complete rigorous mechanical
testing to ensure the 3D Printed AFO can withstand the forces it
will be subjected to without fatiguing over time.

We completed the prescribed 500,000 cycles using our
mechanical testing setup that was developed in collaboration
with Sydney University, and validated as clinically accurate by
our partner orthotist Paul. The setup measured forces and
deflection of every cycle, a video of it in action can be seen
HERE.

As mentioned in our July-December 2020 update, for the same amount of labour these new line of devices
have just over double the gross profit per AFO, compared to our entry-level AFOs:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EEMyPWGb-pt14WKoY5T-VuVdQKwUuCzZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EEMyPWGb-pt14WKoY5T-VuVdQKwUuCzZ/view?usp=sharing


Finance and Funding

Profit and Loss Statement  - Actuals till 28th February 2021 and Forecast till June 2021

Cash Runway
● We have been able to increase our cash runway from the end of  May 2021 to the end of June 2021,

this has been made possible by our FY20 R&D cash refund being $35k higher than expected and
tightly managing our expenses.

Sales Forecast
● Our sales in the above forecast are currently TBC as we are in the process of revising our sales

forecast to include our new product lines that will launch commercially in the next quarter, please
refer to the Product Mix section of the update for more details. We hope to share a revised sales
forecast in the coming months.

3 Options to Extend Cash Runway
We are currently working through 3 funding options that will extend our runway by 15 - 23 months

N
o

Funding Source Type of
Funds

Term
(Yrs)

Amount
(Min $)

Amount
(Max $)

Runway
(Min
Months)

Runway
(Max
Months)

1 FY21 R&D Advance Loan 0.25 300,000 300,000 3 3

2 Impact Debt Loan 10 600,000 1,000,000 6 10

3 Government Manufacturing Grants Grant N/A 600,000 1,000,000 6 10

Total 1,100,000 2,000,000 15 23

1. FY21 R&D Advance
● If we went through the normal process to secure our FY21 R&D refund the funds won’t land

in our account till September 2021, which is beyond our current cash runway of June 2021.
So we are working to secure an advance on our FY21 R&D Grant of approximately $300k,
which will extend our runway until the end of September 2021. This will be in the form of a
short-term loan, secured against the R&D refund, with a low interest rate. We are currently
working with our accountants to validate our internal estimate.



● The loan will be repaid once the R&D funds are received, and the interest offered will be
higher than can be earned on normal bank accounts, but will be significantly less than we
would be charged by a 3rd party loan provider (who also charges additional set up fees).

● If the loan is not repaid by the end of October 2021, the interest rate will increase up by a
small amount and will be repaid at the latest by December 2021.

● Given the short term and relatively small amount of this loan, our preference is for these
funds to be provided by a small number of investors, and to be fair to you all,  we want to
give you the opportunity to be part of this loan. If you are interested please let us know and
we can provide you with more information.

● Michael, our independent board chair and your investor representative, has stated that he
will lend the full amount $300k if we don’t receive interest from other investors, so that we
have some surety around our R&D funding this year.

2. Impact Debt
● We spent the last few months exploring our longer-term funding options with the support

of Michael Graf and Dan Madhavan.
● While we looked at more conventional options like a convertible note and a priced equity

we don’t believe these are the best options for the business at the moment.
● Our focus is to raise the next round of funding through an impact debt instrument which

has similar parameters to the BOLD contract created by Impact Investment Group for
XCeptional in 2019

● We believe this will give us the required time needed to grow our product mix closer to
profitability

● Over the last few weeks we have had early conversations with Social Enterprise Finance
Australia (SEFA) to create and lead a syndicate of funders. They will be able to offer very
favourable loan terms once they confirm access to the Federal Government’s SME Recovery
Loan Scheme at the end of this month. Under this scheme the government can guarantee
80% of the loan amount, reducing the risk of this loan for us and the investors involved

● To help fund the investment raise process we are in the process of applying for an Impact
Investment Ready Growth Grant

● Over the next few months we will continue to work through the details and will reach out to
you to have more detailed discussions

3. Government Manufacturing Grants
● We are very fortunate to have our our medical products fall within the federal government’s

six national manufacturing priorities, this means we have access to a lot of new
manufacturing grants being released in 2021

● One of the grants we are pursuing is through the Advanced Manufacturing Growth Centre
which we can match with funding received through our impact debt arrangement

● While we are placing some emphasis on these grants, we have historically found these
grants to be unpredictable and politicised, so we consider these upside and are prioritising
the two funding sources above

http://www.impact-group.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/IIG-BOLD-Contract-Explainer.pdf
https://www.sefa.com.au/
https://www.sefa.com.au/
https://treasury.gov.au/coronavirus/sme-recovery-loan-scheme
https://treasury.gov.au/coronavirus/sme-recovery-loan-scheme
https://impactinvestingaustralia.com/application-guidelines/
https://impactinvestingaustralia.com/application-guidelines/
https://www.industry.gov.au/news/modern-manufacturing-initiative-and-national-manufacturing-priorities-announced
https://www.industry.gov.au/news/modern-manufacturing-initiative-and-national-manufacturing-priorities-announced
https://www.amgc.org.au/


The first real patient fitment of 3D Printed Carbon Fiber Equivalent
AFOs in the Southern Hemisphere

In February, Sandra from Melbourne became
the first person in the Southern Hemisphere to
take home a 3D Printed version of her normal
carbon fiber AFOs!

Sandra works in aged care so is on her feet a lot.
She will be wearing these new AFOs for the next
6 weeks as part of a trial cohort to ensure it
meets all her clinical and comfort requirements.



Higher-Margin Product Mix

As we shared in our December update, our plans to scale our revenue and empower more children with
disabilities is focused on the development of a  product mix. The table below summarises the 4 quadrants of
our product mix, based on the type of service, and the type of AFO. The table also summarises our goals for
the next 6 months in each quadrant:

Type of Service

Type of AFO Standard Impact Service
● Orthotist uses own scanner and

does own limb modifications
● Medium Impact for Orthotist,

medium degree of change
● Lower on-boarding cost for

AbilityMade

Full Service (High Impact)
● Orthotist uses AbilityMade

Scanner, we do every step from
scan to fitment

● High Impact for Orthotist, but
also high degree of change

● High on-boarding cost for
AbilityMade

High-performance AFO
● Carbon-fiber

Equivalent Posterior
Dynamic Strut (PDE)
AFOs

● Status: Final trials through
Neuromuscular Orthotics in
Melbourne

● Goal: Commercial launch by
May/June 2021

Status:
Not yet started

Trials expected to start in 2022

Entry-level AFO
● Static, Hinged and

Supra-malleolar AFOs

● Status: Final trials through
Novita Tech in Adelaide

● Goal: Commercial launch by
May/June 2021, seeking EOI for
additional partner practices

● Status: Currently Active
through 2 NSW partners

● Goal: Just build efficiencies,
not expanding in next 6
months,



Capacity Upgrades and Expansionary Sales Drive

● Over the last 3 months we have completed a number of substantial upgrades to our production
capacity. These capacity upgrades were achieved through 3 means:

○ The completion of a number of substantial automation projects in the last quarter of 2020
○ Re-training a number of team-members to have more junior team-members focus on

production, with senior team members focusing on capacity building (training &
automation)

○ Migration of our Production Workflow from office-PC based to a fully cloud-based
infrastructure. This increases our internal capacity, and lays the foundation for us to explore
avenues to scalable production capacity.

● The  increased capacity we now have has enabled us to start a new aggressive sales drive. Over the
next few months we are engaging with a range of potential partners to scope out growth
opportunities, and will start updating you on these in our next investor update.



3 Client and Orthotist Stories
Over the last year our updates have focused more on strategy and financial performance. While that is
important, we would like to share 3 stories to show the impact that you are helping us to have on these little
children.

Meet Tayla

Tamra from Access Orthotics:

Meet our superhero of the week, Tayla the incredible!
With the help of her new [AbilityMade] 3D printed
AFOs, Tayla is now taking mighty strides and
conquering playgrounds.

Quote from Grandma Jane:
“Instead of shuffling and falling, Tayla is now
walking and choosing to climb up slides. I can do
nothing more than to highly recommend Access
Orthotics”

(Instagram post HERE)

https://www.instagram.com/p/CEDoQzzD0MY/


What Parents Are Saying

“We had the pleasure of working with two great
teams who have aligned, AbilityMade who created
the 3D printed AFO technology they have the edge
on technology that can be mobile and also tailored
to firstly and most importantly your (child’s) needs
and then to their style! Which really is something
unique then the standardised way of AFOs we have
experienced in the past.
...
Highly recommend to anyone looking for an
alternative experience to traditional AFOs and also
the amazing ability to individualise to your style!”
Claire, mom of Emily S

(full Facebook post HERE)

https://www.facebook.com/empoweringouremily/posts/2372085386253415


Meet little Pippa!

Pippa’s goals were for independant stick
walking - and she can now walk around
home and classroom independently
(mainly dependant on her energy levels
for the day)

She is also starting Frame Racing (in 3
weeks) which is wonderful for her
self-esteem.



Thank You for your continued support!

Orthotists from Novita Tech in Adelaide admiring their first 3D Printed AFO  :)


